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ABSTRACT 

The relation between the plasma response on singular 

and regular initial perturbations is established. Time scal

ing is introduced to separate time intervals for which eigen-

osciliatione (Landau solution) are dominant from those, where 

ballistic modes prevail. The enhaced role of the ballistic 

modes for an initially perturbed field-free plasma is demon

strated! too» including the phenomenon of plasma, waves 

echoes, 
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1. DÍTRODUCnON 

By recognizing the role of resonant particles and by 

instablishing the colliaionless damping of the Langauir oscil

lations in a Maxwelliaa plasma L. D. Landau [1] opened a broad 

range activity. Linear dispersion equations have been investi

gated for various plasaa configurations and frequency bands. 

Expressions for damping rates of the» stable wav»»s [2 J and 

even more frequently growth rates of the unstable waves [ 3 ] 

were derived* In the latter case the concrete form of the 

initial perturbation is of minor importance. In a stable 

plasma, however, tbe asymptotic behaviour of the selfconsis-

tent field may completely differ from that predicted by the 

solution of the dispersion equation if the initial perturba

tion has some singularities [kj. It is the aim of the present 

paper to decide v whether solution of this type may be of 

physical interest. (Пае asymptotic behaviour of the self-
consistent field initiated in a stable plasma by any regular 
initial perturbation is always determined by the solution 
of the appropriate die pere i on equation. ) 

a. BASIC EQUATIONS 

It follows from the Poles on equation and from the line
arized Vlasov equation that an initial perturbation Q (Vf г ) 

of the electron distribution function of a homog-neous 
isotropic plasaa induces in the quaeistatic approximation 

the response . If the ion motion may be 
neglected the Fourier component of this potential /д (£/ is 
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determined by [5 ] . 

where 

(2.2) ^ s
 кг D (kfř>) 

dF0(V) 

<••» »Wml-4EíiÍ57*'-. ^>0 

and VX'T.v/k I ^k<v)*JfAi^>ci^j \$k
(v)*\<$rt?)Z <&i 

Га(1а)£ I F»(V) civ i f^(V) being the unperturbed electron 

distribution function. 

Since it is most frequently impoeeible to obtain analy

tical expressions for , the linear plasioa theory in

vestigates as a rule the asymptotio course of this function, 

only. We intent to clarify some peculiarities arising 

some tides frota the conorete form of the initial perturba

tion <& (ЪГ) in such an approach. As it is usual we assume 
that both have the analytical continuation 
into the lower half-plane fop * О , the latter function 
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being single valued. Then, by examining the zero points of 
J)(/r,o) and all singularities ofN(k,p) the integration, in 
(2.1) may be principially performed. The solutions p(k) of 
the equation 

(2.5) D (k,P) - 0 
(the usual dispersion equation) are completely independent 

of the init ial perturbation<2 (w) and determine, therefore, 

the eigen-frequences of the plasma oscillations (unstable if 

, marigirally stable if and daope d 

i f t on the other hand, i s completely 

determined by the init ial perturbation fa (U) . Since4^,p) 

is a regular function for a l l "&/* U i t s contribution 

bTL *1' to the asymptote of tit) may be of importance only 

in a stable plasma. Moreover, the singularities of /УСЫ 

are closely connected with the analytical properties of 

<%k ^ V ^ in the lower half-plane Jm Ы * 0 . For regular 

<jfk ÍV) also the function N(k,p) i s regular for al l finite p 

and UJk (t) vanishes at least as Ш{-и t ) fort -»*o(«C^ 0) . 

The asymptotical behaviour of is then fully determined 

by the solutions of (2.5). The situation may be changed, 

however, if Q/. has some singularities. Thus, e.g, the 

discontinuity of the n-th derivative of 9Í ™> leads to the 

asymptote Д \Qt)—t eXJO [ik%T9\j [5 J representing in a 

stable plaammw/řCv^y completely the asymptote of Ĵ &) m 

(The real value 'Ц, determines the point of discontinuity.) 

The above mentioned (well known) mathematical results 

may seem somewhat curious as far as their physioal inter

pretation i s conoerned. Keeping in mind that the "fluid" 
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description of a plasma by the Vlasov equation disregards 

the actually granulated structure of a plasma body the plasma 

behaviour should not be too sensitive to such (artificial) 

conditions as are the existence or disapearence of a singu

larity of the initial perturbation OjT (W) . (The distribu

tion function itself has been introduced as a result of some 

averaging procedure and various singular initial perturbati

ons are like to be realizable as a limit of a series of regu

lar functions). If the asymptote of '^^^ is determined oy a 

singularity of Of, (?*r) , on the other hand, it can never be 

obtained as a limit of any series of asymptotes correspond-

int to regular initial perturbations. 

Nevertheless, the following examples suggest that to each 

singular initial perturbation determining the asymptote of 

j (t)regular initial perturbations may be chosen dLn such a way 

that almost the same course of <£ (*) within a finite time 

interval (t, ttz) is obtained. Further, if A W is a charac

teristic scale over which a given regular initial perturba

tion changes significantly and the limit AIJ-+0 leads to the 

desired singularity, then 

(2.6) t2 - "Г 

Thus | a smooth transition from the regular to the singular 
Initial perturbations responses is achieved if appropriate 
time ordering for is introduced instead of its simple 
asymptotic description. 

As we are not investigating the properties of plasma 
eigen-osoillations we may choose for simplicity the unper-
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tur bed e lec t ron d i s t r i bu t i on function r0 ttJ) in the model 

form 

(2.7) Га(ЪГ)-П ; ; — 
• 7Т(ыКит

2) 

( Yl0 is the unperturbed plasma density and ЪЗу *0 ). Then 
the Integration (2.3) шау bo simply performed and we get 
for all p 

2 
(2-8) D(k^'^ii^f 
which implies 

(2. 9) p(k) = ± iUr ' \k\%fr s ± iUp -f 

The e igen-osc i l la t ions are then described by 

whereas, following ( 2 . l ) - ( 2 . 4 ) i t holds for regular i n i t i a l 

perturbations that the b a l l i s t i c ciode 

Woo #• 6 

The last expression may be rewritten as follows 
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a?W'9f*r«V-rM» 
(2.12) 

*1Ь^^/>*^р4Ы| 
3. CONCRETE EXAMPLES 

a) For the initial perturoation of the type 

(3.i) ft (*0 * rr- e aw° 

i t i e 

( 3 . 2 ) 

^.iz^^f^-^? 
-<*M<«frl» V [t tqrihvMt-lHpft11' M, 

ť 
+/ l*i,* л lff dť 

Xt can be easily verified that the last terms on the right-
hand side of £q. (3.2) are negligible if к (&Ц,) t » (Jp . 

(Ve investigate, naturally, systems with ЪТТ *>(AЪ£) only,) 

If, moreover, k£ *< ( */k *• ЪГ0) the integral may be simply 
. 2 i? / A «V .s^ 

evoluated (accuracy 0 ( á^0/cJp)) also for 0*t' *>kiuwf. 
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Then, it is 

. 9 9 € А?ОД--7Ч' * 
(3-3) 

As, simultaneously, the Eq, (2.10)yields with the same 
accuracy 

we may conclude that ̂  V*-* , being initially А (*£ •*£)/<£« 7 
times smaller than the potential of the eigen-oscillations, 

becomes comparable to the latter one at 

(3.5a) t,- J tg itkt^ 

and 

Z 

(3.5b) Ъ* (kóVa)Z ~ 2MAV0
 C$ f2+kW0

Z 

assuming that t$ *> t1 j ť ^ > * f 

Within the time interval(4,^/ the dominant part оХ%&) 

is represented by Д 'k . Moreover, for 
the amplitude of remains almost constant at approxima
tely the some level as in the oase of a <7-function initial 
perturbation having the same 7l. and ЪТф , Тот ttot^ the 
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eigen-oscillationa (although permanently damped exponentially) 
become again the dominant ones. Thus, the correct transition 
between the plasbia response to regular and singular initial 
perturbations nay be achieved if times t *- tz

 ж /А/Л*£ 
investigated andv thereafter, the limit 4lfc-* О ±в performed. 

b) As the second example we shall investigate oscillations 
induced by the initial perturbation <fk <™) the derivative of 
which has the f 01 

13.6) r - _ j e _c I 

It is then, following (2.12) 

(3.7) 

0<t For times L/^ t < /77TT the last expression may be replaced 
by (3.3) if, simultaneously, *£ is substituted for 4fe£ . 

Thus, for sufficiently low values of £*^<<l4fy tbere is again 

an interval of an almost constant . Its duration is 

determined by the width of the initial perturbation 1*)^ 

which takes over the role of ÁVÍ0 of the previous example for 

these times. 
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j_ kr/ z 
If ., . *t *ь /(кД1Л) » tba abrupt change of the 

(ки;/ * 
derivative otQCvx) determines the time dependence of &i£(t) 

in accordance with the case of the appropriate singular ini

tial condition ( d V j - * 0 ) . Following (3.7) it is 

(3.8) 

and the amplitude of & \ U) remains approximately proper-

tional to / t up to t ** 2/lk/bltjl 9 Moreover, for 

(3-9) 7 ̂ ЩЩ? **%tf ~м % 1?(^щ^^ 

c) Similarly, i t can be demonstrated that for4 i t£ repre

senting the width in the velocity space over which the S -th 

derivative of QC (W) change signif icantly, 

(3.10) &fkW~t* for Ttuu --J—.£,tÁ rr^— : 

assuming that / d t £ / « /<3Wr/ , r * 0,1,2 ... ( S- 4) 

d) As an example providing the transition to the i n i t i a l 

perturbations having s ingularit ies outside the real ItT-axis 

the i n i t i a l perturbation 
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^•«ří 
(3.11) <£к(ы) ~ 

-ы'-f г.гт̂  

is worth studying. Then, it is 

(3.1*) ^ « ; ~ e - / * / ' , r ' * ť " ( ~ J 

Thus, for t * £ г " ЬТг^/к{ЛМПг the almost exponential 

decrease of aVjft; i s obtained i f дг»У« W^ . Simultaneously, 

д £ « ; ~ <jf W if 

(3.13) t » f 2 / *>t>t*—rr, & —7 • r>lk**Tk 

e) Initial perturbations with 7^(0) » 0 t 

The effect of the form of the initial perturbation on 

the time dependence of J, (t) becomes of enhanced importance 

if it is J Q, (%f)dtiX *0 . As an example we shall discuss the 

case 

(3-rt) ?>Ы)ж1лГ^[е -t 

Then, i t i s 
2(ll(lj£ť) ID, . u>,^ bTT<*iU kit -tb . 2(il(ij-f>) Л 
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and 

ajf W * —~7̂ ~~ e ' ( ~U? ****** *" 

+• 2 "— &пкщ1) 
4 ' 

In this case Л \&) шау determine the initial course of '^W 

also if If-* + ^ f assuming that 

(3.17a) * V / í > <J», for t < 
1 

and 
(J.l7b) * 4 » */«; ̂  for — <ř< А л ь г / 

The occurence of the temporarily growing ballistic modes 
ensures also the consistency between the reversibility of the 
Vlasov equation and the existence of only damped eigen-modes 
discovered by Landau [ 1 ] for a Vtaxvellian electron plasma. In 
fact, plasma wave echoes discussed by several authors [6,7 J, 
represent another concrete example belonging to this sub
section» Assuming that for times t under investigation both 
incident waves with 0<ki < k2 practically damped out, per
turbation of the form 

(3.18) ftto)-fivitfl'iiku'kJJiffUlk,-^ 

would be established in a wave f leld-f ree plasma ( pw) is a 
smooth function, t1 < t£ are the initial times for the first 

and the second wave, 
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t (ťz - ťi) >> tt*'^ i /Ъ *2 k> (** " kJh l Obviousl* 'at 

an integral over velocity of G (W/ ulil not phase mix to 
zero and an electric field reapears in a plasma. 

k. SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT 

As the frequencies of the ballistic modes <*^2~ **& **í' t 

their phase and group velocities equal to the averaged pro

pagation velocity of each component of the initial perturba

tion Q, (w) . If an appropriate perturbation characterized by 

the streaming velocity bf0 and modulation frequency < ^ is fed 

through the boundary (the 2.-0 plane)into a stable plasma, the 

eigen-oscillations are spatially damped, the damping rate ftf 

being of the order of ЪУ9 f ( */<tf ) / WT for cJh ** Ц» and 
^o ^ WT , The characteristic distance «^ wbich corres
ponds to the undamped ballistic modes, on the other hand, 
is related to the time iL introduced in the foregoing sec
tion roughly as «2. * ЪГС t^ . Thus, 

V 2 

7 
and the role of ballistic modes is increased in the spatial 

2 2 model if 2*£ » ЪХ . 

The relation between & and J^ remains almost the 
same, both in a Maxwellian plasma and in the case described 
by the model distribution (2.7), although the actual value 
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of iH may differ significantly. It is worth mentioning, 
however, that in the spatial model some complications may 
arise concerning the accurate treatment of the plasma eigen-
oscillations. (in a Maxwellian plasma there are additional 
solutions of the dispersion equation that concentrate infi
nitely approaching к—* U . These solutions are, of course, 
significantly less damped than the fundamental solution, 
which in contrast to the time-solution does not represent, 
therefore, the actually asymptotic solution.) 

5. CONCLUSION 

Ve have demonstrated on several examples that the asym
ptotic behaviour of ̂  '*' determined in a stable plasma by 
some singularity of the initial perturbation úk Съх) may 
remain aeaningfull within a certain time interval 
also for regular initial perturbations. Ve have to ensure 
only that the characteristic scale ЛЬХ over which %k ^w^ 

changes significantly ( Л W -* 0 results In the desired sin
gularity) Is small if compared with '* . The asymptote 
of 'k (t) determined by the solution of the dispersion equa
tion having the lowest damping rate f starts then to 
describe if(*)at £ * £ * */(k&1j) *> tz only# of COUreef the 

asymptotic solution is of practical interest only as long as 

\ (*' remains well above the thermal fluctuation level of a 

real plasma. As, on the other hand, the linear approximation 

must not be violated even for t-++ 0 , the corresponding 

value of the ratio о/СкоЪГ) ±л rather strongly limited 
to several units only. If it is j " * ^ ^ A V ^ (i.e.e \ t ) 
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the usual asymptotic solution suggested by Landau can hardly 
be achieved in a real plasma system even if the collisional 
effects are still fully negligible. 

It i* worth mentioning! however, that there is the ini
tial time interval tQ tj for which the Landau solution is 
adequate if Q. (v) is a nonoscillating function of the velocity 
ЪГ (t0 represents several CJ~1 , UfaV^fti * ^ нГ*^^)-

During the following time interval (up to t * Z/lkbvl ) the 
potential behaves in almost the same manner as the asymptote 
corresponding to the appropriate singular initial perturba
tion (ballistic moaes). If <jh (W^ is a oscillating function 
of V with a zero mean value characterized by the streaming 
velocity ЬХ0 > %XT , the role of the ballistio modes propaga
ting with almost the same velocity increases significantly 
and temporarily growing oscillations are oxcited even in a 
stable plasma. The observed plasma waves echoes represent a 
special example of this phenomenon* 
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